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Ubisoft are releasing the ‘Ghost Recon
Breakpoint’ “immersive” mode later
this month. Last week, the studio

announced the mysterious upcoming feature
- initially due to be released in February -
was being delayed, but gamers won’t have to
wait long with the mode launching in
PlayStation 4, Xbox One and PC on March
24. In a blog post, the team revealed: “On
March 24, the Ghost Experience is coming
to ‘Tom Clancy’s Ghost Recon Breakpoint’.
“Pick one of our pre-selected settings or
modify parameters to create the unique
experience you want.

“The Ghost Experience has been a com-
plex undertaking to implement into the
game, but one we feel is critical to address
many of the top concerns raised by our
community via online feedback and the
Community Survey.” Responding to criticism
levied at the game when it launched last
year, players will now have a choice of tak-

ing on the title the way it was released, or a
new “immersive” version which offer new
tactical options and removes “gear level and
tiered loot entirely”.

Going a step further, players can also set
up their own “custom experience”, chang-
ing up everything from primary weapon
quantity, realistic looting and ammo loos on
reload, to stamina level, risk of injury and
health regen. The blog post added: “Once
you select your mode or settings, you can
change them at any time. Feel free to exper-
iment with different options to create your
perfect mode.” And the team clarified:
“Settings selected through the custom
mode will not be shared with co-op team-
mates. “Just like when selecting your diffi-
culty, your choices are session-specific
meaning they will apply only to you. “No
matter which options you pick, you can
play with your friends regardless of their
own selections.” —Bang Showbiz Ghost Recon Breakpoint

PUBG Corp. wants gamers to help shape
‘PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds’
upcoming competitive mode. The

developer has called on the hugely popular
title’s players to have their say in a new test
as they look to shape the way the feature will
be introduced. In a Twitter post, the team
revealed: “Ranked Ruleset is now live in
LABS for a limited time. “Bring out your
competitive side with the heart-pounding
intensity of the Ranked Ruleset. “Feedback
from this test will help us determine the rule-
set for our upcoming Competitive Mode.”
The test ran until 7am on March 9, with the
developer keen to hear what fans had to say.

They added in a blog post: “One of the
most important elements of Battle Royale is

survival, and being the last survivor standing
means growing through experience.
“However, many of you have stated that
‘PUBG’ also needs to promote the fierce
competition between players as they play
and win games, and a ruleset to amplify that
competitive spirit. For those players, we’re
happy to introduce the Ranked Ruleset. “A
ruleset like this needs feedback though, so
like our previous skill-based rating test,
we’re looking to PUBG LABS to gather your
feedback as quickly and efficiently as possi-
ble. “During this LABS test, we’ll be analyz-
ing the data and your feedback to better
understand what our players are enjoying
and will adjust the ruleset accordingly before
we take it live.”

PlayerUnknown’s Battlegrounds Fortnite

Activision has launched the ‘Call of Duty’ battle royal experience. The developer
revealed details of the Warzone mode - which was prematurely leaked on
YouTube by accident on Monday (09.03.20) - and confirmed the release will

be “free for everyone”, meaning you don’t need ‘Modern Warfare’ to download or
play the new feature. In a blog post, the studio revealed: “At launch, players can squad
up in trios with their friends on Playstation 4, Battle.net for PC, or Xbox One across
two game modes: Battle Royale and Plunder. “In Battle Royale, fight to be the last
squad standing while escaping the deadly gas in the swiftly closing circle with up to
150 players. “In Plunder, the race is on to collect the most in-match Cash by looting
across the map, taking down enemies to steal their Cash, and completing in-match
Contracts.” 

Activision explained: “Call of
Duty: Warzone shares Call of
Duty: Modern Warfare’s cross-
play and unified progression. For
players that already own the full
version of Modern Warfare, all
content already earned including
Battle Pass items, Operators,
weapons and customization items
will carry over to Warzone, and
all progression earned in
Warzone will counts toward
overall Modern Warfare progres-
sion. “For players who do not
own the full version of Modern
Warfare, all progress and items
they’ve earned in Warzone will
be rewarded across Multiplayer
and Special Ops in Modern
Warfare, should they ever choose
to purchase it.”

Call of Duty


